This paper lends fresh support to the hypothesis that large angular displacements of the earth's rotation axis relative to the entire mantle have occurred on a geological time scale, owing to the gradual redistribution (or decay or manufacture) of density inhomogeneities within the earth by the same conveetive processes that are responsible for eontinental drift. The first of our three contributions is a pedagogic theorem that rigorously illustrates this mechanism of polar wandering for a 'quasi-rigid body.' That theorem states that any slow changes in shape of such a body preserve as an adiabatic invariant the solid angle traced out by its angular momentum vector as viewed from its principal axes. Thus, if the body were once set spinning about the axis with the greatest moment of inertia, it would always continue to spin almost exactly about the same principal axis no matter how that axis moves through the deforming body. The second and main contribution is our refutation of the widely accepted notion that the earth's figure shows unmistakable signs of the faster spin rate of the past. If correct, the degree of permanence of the rotation bulge so inferred by G. J. F. MacDonald (1063, 1065) and D. P. McKenzie (1066) would have been an effective impediment against any significant polar wandering of the earth as a whole. However, we show here that, after subtraction of the hydrostatic flattening, the remaining or nonhydrostatic part of the earth's inertia ellipsoid is distinctly triaxial. Such a triaxial shape, as well as the coincidence of the present rotation axis with the principal axis having the largest of the nonhydrostatic moments of inertia, is indeed to be expected of any randomly evolving, nearly spherical object without too much 'memory' for its past axis of rotation. Finally, we discuss briefly some statistical aspects of polar wandering on the assumption that the earth is such an object.
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GOLDREICH AND TOOMRE sity inhomogeneities within the convecting parts of the mantle. This suggestion is by no means novel. In principle, at least, the same has already been expounded by Gold [1955] , Burgers [1955] , Munk [1956 Munk [ , 1958 Even the extensive summary of such previous studies in chapter 12 of Munk and MacDonald's [1960b] book, however, preceded (1) most of the geopotential information now available from satellites, and (2) the increasingly persuasive arguments in favor of mantle convection to which we have already alluded. There has been surprisingly little emphasis on how well these additional facts complement the earlier theoretical considerations, and vice versa. On the contrary, the excess of the measured second zonal harmonic of the geopotential over its hydrostatically required value has since been repeatedly interpreted [MacDonald, 1963 [MacDonald, , 1965 McKenzie, 1966; Kaula, 1967] as indicating that the mantle possesses something like a 107-year 'memory' for the faster rotation rate of the past. As implied already by Munk and MacDonald [1960b] and noted explicitly by McKenzie [1966] , such a degree of permanence of the main rotational bulge would indeed have precluded any significant polar wandering by the major part of the mantle. Thus, whoever accepts the memory is left with the unpalatable task of explaining how a relatively thin shell carrying the various continents and ocean basins has managed to slide, comparatively intact, a full 90 ø with respect to the underlying mantle.
The main objective of the present paper is to challenge this 'fossil bulge' interpretation and thereby reopen the theoretical discussion. Before doing that, however, let us review the basic mechanism for a type of rotating object whose polar wandering can be demonstrated rigorously.
QuAs•-Rm•D BODY AND I?S POLAa
Presumably, any convection within the nearly solid mantle of the earth occurs without much regard for the geographic orientation of its rotation axis. There might be a slight bias because this convection takes place within a spheroid rather than a sphere, but all Coriolis forces must be utterly negligible. For this reason, it is instructive to consider the polar wandering of an idealized body whose shape or configuration is completely unaffected by its rotation, but which nonetheless evolves with time owing to prescribed internal processes or motions. For brevity, we will call such an object a quasirigid body. In what follows, we assume that its rate of evolution is very slow in comparison to both its rotation and its free nutation, and that it experiences no net external torque.
On any short-term basis, our quasi-rigid body is almost indistinguishable from a truly rigid object in free rotation. Like the truly rigid body, it is capable of Eulerian nutations about either the principal axis with the largest of the three moments of inertia, or that with the smallest. What concerns us here, however, is the longterm behavior represented by the question: If the quasi-rigid body had a possibly finite nutation amplitude at the outset, and if subsequently its shape changed gradually, what would that amplitude have become at some later time ?
This question is analogous to the classical problem of a particle oscillating in a slowly time-varying one-dimensional potential well tel. Kulsrud, 1957; Lenard, 1959 ; Landau and Li)•shitz, 1960]. As in that problem, our answer involves an 'adiabatic invariant,' namely some property of the motion that is conserved to exponential accuracy in the small parameter representing the typical rate of change of the gross properties of the body. The adiabatic invariant in the present case turns out to be the solid angle swept out by the angular momentum vector as viewed from the instantaneous principal axes of inertia. This implies that, if the axis of rotation of the quasi-rigid body did once coincide with its major axis of inertia, then (subject to certain restrictions to be stated later) it will always continue to do so to high accuracy, regardless of where that principal axis may have shifted relative to the 'geography.' And that indeed is an example of polar wandering.
Six independent functions of time suiTice to describe the entire dynamical effect of the internal deformations of our quasi-rigid body. Three of those functions are the principal mo- 
ments .of inertia, A (t•) _< B (t•) _< C (t•), reck-

3•(q, p; t) --(H2/2)x.D(t).[x-2•(t)] (6)
For arbitrary distortions of the quasi-rigid body, these two equations describe fully the trajectory of the direction vector x(t) on the unit sphere affixed to its principal axes. We would now like to point out that the same dynamics can also be described via certain conjugate variables and a Hamiltontan and that therefore the motion of x(t) belongs in a class of one-degree-of-freedom problems whose adiabatic invariants have already been estab- As Lenard and Gardner do, we suppose •C to be differenttable to all orders with respect to q, p, and t. Also, as they do, we assume that 3• is time-independent at least for short intervals immediately before t -0 and following t --T • 0. We further assume that •(q, p; t) = F(q, p; t/T), or that the manner of change of the parameters may be divorced from its rate. And finally--although not without qualification-we note that Lenard's explicit require- The polar wandering of our quasi-rigid body has been intended mainly to illustrate the presumed fundamentals of the polar wandering of the earth itself. The earth differs from a quasirigid body in that it is both dissipative and flabby. Yet, those differences may not be significant. The dissipation (coupled with the ability to flex on a rotation time scale) would obviously tend to damp the Chandler wobble, but we have already seen that. hardly any such nutation about the C axis is excited during the slow evolution of the quasi-rigid body. Likewise, any rotational bulge involving only elastic or truly hydrostatic departures from a sphere should be relatively unimportant, since it seems clear that 'a rapidly spinning rubber ball would orient itself relative to the rotational axis in accordance with tiny surface markings,' to quote Munk [1958] .
The only major uncertainty, as the same authors have abundantly emphasized, arises from those long-term properties of the mantle which determine the ease with which its rotational bulge could have adapted itself to a gradually changing axis of rotation. (This very question represents a departure from the concept of a quasi-rigid body, for which it made no sense to ask whether a given change of shape was 'easy' or difficult. In the case of the earth, however, where only mass inhomogeneities in excess of the dynamically required flattening seem a plausible cause of polar wandering, the degree of permanence of any given--and roughly 100 times larger--equatorial bulge is clearly of great interest.) Unfortunately, the evidence relating to this question is still very sparse. For instance, since any mantle convection or modal damping may be--and every example of postglacial uplift certainly is--relatively shallow, it is not at all clear that the values of viscosity, etc., so deduced apply to the major parts of the mantle. Nor has solid-state theory yet provided sufficiently firm parameters; arguments have been advanced both for and against the deep mantle possessing a finite permanent strength. Only satellite measurements of the geopotential have furnished significant information. But even that information, as we are about to show, has been somewhat misinterpreted.
• In a sense, our story ends here. However, because the excess bulge hypothesis has become rooted rather firmly in geophysical thought and because the errors involved seem in retrospect both interesting and instructive, we conclude with a review of its history.
To our knowledge, the suggestion that the earth's figure shows evidence of a faster rotation from the past was first put forward by Munk and MacDonald [1960a, b] When some moderately good estimates [e.g., Kozai, 1962 ] of those other coefficients had become available, it was MacDonald [1963, 1965] who concluded that the nonhydrostatic equatorial bulge is indeed the principal distortion. The latter type of polar wandering, as opposed t,o the sliding of crust over mantle, of course presupposes that it is not too difficult for any given rotational bulge to flow into conformity with a newly desired axis of rotation. The recent acceptance of the 107-year fossil bulge and of the 'viscosity' of the deeper mantle that it implies have caused this mechanism for polar wandering to fall into disfavor. But now that the bulge hypothesis itself has become very suspect, this second mechanism deserves to be resurrected.
I-
The following numerical experiment illustrates better than words alone the degree to which such a hypothesis complements the impression that the mantle convection is (1) relatively disorganized or chaotic on a global scale, and (2) unsteady in the sense that a typical 'eddy' or anomaly evident in the geoid [ef. Kaula, 1967 , Fig. 1 ] persists only for a limited time.
In this experiment, we simulated a randomly evolving, almost spherical body by first generating a long sequence of random points on a unit sphere (just as for Figure 2) . We then assigned to the nth point a supposedly minute reference Also to be stressed, however, is the great variability in Figure 3 
for the coefficients of higher order, one would guess that the rate of polar wandering in, say, the last 100 m.y. has perhaps been slightly less than the historical average. This, too, is consistent with palcomagnetic data [cf. Runcorn, 1965] This new upper bound to the effective kinematic viscosity of the lower mantle is approximately a factor 40 lower than McKenzie's estimate, which assumed that • --10 * years. Our reduced value would, however, permit only a very sluggish and delayed response of the rotation •xis to the wandering of the 'most principal' axis defined by the evolving inhomogeneities. The apparent, non-uniformity ,of the recorded rate of polar wandering therefore argues that a reasonable maximum to the effective r may be yet another order of magnitude smaller. Even the latter limit still exceeds by more than two orders of magnitude the viscosity estimated for the upper manfie from the rebound of Fennoscandia [Haskell, 1937; McConnell, 1965] .
These reduced estimates of the viscosity also remove McKenzie's objection to the thermal convection of the lower mantle. But it is not for us to speculate whether such deep convection does in fact occur.
